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ABSTRACT (1D}\^-^^O 10^ _ ' ^ 

The Liquid Metal Thermal Electric Converter (LMTEC) is a thermodynamic heat engine with no 
moving parts that has the potential for high efficiency and low operating and maintenance costs in 
a number of terrestrial and space applications. At Sandia National Laboratories, the LMTEC has 
been studied theoretically and experimentally as a candidate for solar dish electric systems. The 
primary goals have been to improve and adapt the existing technology to solar requirements. As 
part of this effort, a 25-kWe solarized LMTEC conceptual design was produced and a bench test 
module (BTM) was constructed and tested. The BTM incorporated a number of new design 
innovations that were conceived especially for a solarized LMTEC. The maximum electrical power 
extracted from the BTM was a small fraction of the level expected. Using a detailed computer 
model for BTM performance, the major results were shown to be consistent with high electrode 
flow resistance. The same conclusion was reached using a new experimental electrode evaluation 
technique. Thus the performance was limited by the particular electrode that was used and not in 
any fundamental way by the design innovations. 

INTRODUCTION 

The LMTEC has been a candidate heat engine for solar dish electric systems at Sandia National 
Laboratories (SNL) since 1984. In our initial study, the LMTEC was identified as having the 
potential to meet the long term performance and cost goals of the Solar Thermal Technology 
Program [1]. The LMTEC was a relatively new device that in the laboratory had shown the 
potential for high efficiency [2]. In our judgement, further engineering development was required to 
achieve the scaleup, efficiency, lifetime and robustness needed for a practical solar dish electric 
system. As a first step, a 25-kWe solarized LMTEC conceptual design was produced. Specific 
innovations were the use of a refluxing heat pipe boiler to achieve scaleup. orientation of the solid 
electrolyte tubes so as to be in a compressive stress state to improve robustness and lifetime, and 
recognition that efficiency might be improved by the development of new solid electrolytes for use 
with alternative working fluids. The second step in developing a solarized LMTEC was the 
construction and testing of a series of bench test modules to establish the feasibility of these 
innovations. One such BTM was built and tested. Until its recent termination because of budgetary 
limits, this work was supported by the U. S. Department of Energy's Solar Thermal Technology 
Program. We are now considering alternative applications, such as silent battlefield power supplies 
and power conversion for remote unattended seismic systems. 

The LMTEC is a generalization (to alternative working fluids) of the sodium heat engine invented 
by Ford Motor Company [2]. It is a thermodynamic heat engine with no moving parts that 
converts heat directly to electricity. A schematic of the LMTEC cycle is shown in Figure 1. Ions 
from the liquid metal in the heated zone are forced through beta'-alumina solid electrolyte (BASE) 
by the pressure difference between the high and low temperature zones. Electrons from the liquid 
metal are forced through an external circuit to do useful work. The electrons recombine with the 
ions in a porous metallic electrode on the low-pressure side of the BASE. Metal vapor flows from 
the electrode to a cooled surface where it is condensed and pumped back to the high-temperature 
zone. 

Typical operating conditions for a LMTEC using sodium as the working fluid are 800 C in the 
heated zone and 300 C in the cooled zone. Under maximum-power loading, state-of-the-art 
electrodes produce nominally one amp/sq cm of electrode surface at 1/2 volt [3]. The highest 
power reported to date has been 114 watts [4] and the highest efficiency has been 19% [5]. We 
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have estimated LMTEC efficiencies for sodium and alternative working fluids, taking into account 
the effects of thermal radiation, viscous flow, and electrode degradation. Representative results are 
26% at 800 C for sodium and 36% at 600 C for mercury [6]. The resulting solar system 
efficiencies (collector, receiver, converter and power conditioning) have projected maximums of 17% 
at 900 C for sodium and 23% at 600 C for mercury [6]. While a mercury BASE does not exist, 
recent progress in the development of such a material has been encouraging [7]. In addition to its 
potential for high efficiency, another advantage of using mercury would be the elimination of 
problems associated with freezing. 

Because a mercury BASE had not yet been developed, it was planned that solar LMTEC 
development would be conducted using sodium as the working fluid, but with due consideration 
given to the possibility of a mercury LMTEC in the future. Based on all of the foregoing facts, 
the LMTEC program at Sandia was concentrated in four areas. Existing analytical models were 
extended and used in systems modeling, as a design tool, and for interpreting experiments. A 
conceptual design was developed for a 25-kWe solar LMTEC that included several new ideas which 
would need to be proven. A bench test module (BTM) was designed and constructed to test the 
analytical models, evaluate new design concepts, and gain experience with materials and processes. 
Contracts were funded to develop a mercury BASE. 

In this paper the 25-kWe conceptual design and the BTM design will be briefly reviewed. 
Observations and results from the operation of the BTM will be presented. The computer model 
that was used to interpret the results from the BTM will be described. A new method developed 
to evaluate LMTEC electrode vapor-flow resistance will also be described. The computer model and 
the electrode-evaluation method will be used to explain the BTM's low output power. Finally, 
details will be given on some more recent efforts to develop a suitable electrode. 

25-KWE CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 

The 25-kWe conceptual design is shown in Figure 2. BASE tubes are joined to a bulkhead 
separating the high and low temperature zones. High pressure is on the tubes' outer surface and 
the electrodes are on their inner surface. This reversal of the conventional arrangement put the 
BASE in compressive stress, an important consideration for this brittle material, especially for thin-
walled tubes or for high-pressure operation. Sodium is vaporized from a wick on the back surface 
of the solar receiver, and condenses on the outer surface of the BASE tubes. Typically. 1/4 of the 
condensed sodium passes through the BASE as ions, while the remaining 3/4 drips back down to 
the receiver surface. This "reluxing heat pipe boiler" was another departure from conventional 
practice in which liquid sodium was pumped to individual cells. The new concept promotes 
isothermal conditions and hence lower thermal stress. It facilitates series connection of the BASE 
tubes by eliminating the pump lines from a common sodium pool which constitute electrical shunts. 
The sodium that passes through the BASE will vaporize from the electrode, collect at the 
condenser and be pumped back to the boiler. The outside surface of each tube is wrapped with an 
electrically-conductive mesh to promote uniform sodium coverage and to collect the electrons left 
behind on the surface. 

The tubes are electrically connected in a series-parallel configuration in order to produce the desired 
output voltage while also attempting to maximize reliability. The series connection is illustrated in 
Figure 3, for a two-tube example: a bus is attached to the mesh on the outside of a tube, passed 
through the bulkhead via a insulated feedthrough. and attached to the inner electrode of an 
adjacent tube. The attachment of the bus to the inner electrode is accomplished by radial fingers 
described more fully in the next section. Each tube must be electrically isolated from the bulkhead. 
On the inner surface this is accomplished by leaving a strip of bare BASE surface between the 
electrode and the bulkhead. Similarly on the outside surface, a gap must be left between the mesh 
and the bulkhead. The effect of sodium condensing on this gap can be estimated, since there will 
be an equilibrium between the rate of thermal radiation leaving the inner surface of the tube and 
the rate of condensation and electrical heating at the outer surface. The rate of electrical 
dissipation at these locations cannot exceed the thermal radiation rate. Based on our estimate of 
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the thermal radiation rate, dissipation in the sodium film will be an acceptable loss. In addition it 
is regenerative. A similar argument applies at the bulkhead feedthroughs. 

To establish feasibility of the new concepts introduced by the 25-kWe design, two BTM's were 
initially planned. The main purpose of the first was to demonstrate the internal electrode, the 
internal bus and the associated current-collection network, using a conventional pumped-liquid 
arrangement. The second BTM was planned to demonstrate the concepts associated with vapor-
delivery of sodium and thermal energy to series-connected BASE tubes. The solar LMTEC project 
at Sandia was terminated before the second BTM could be built. 

BENCH TEST MODULE DESIGN 

The BTM design is shown in Figure 4. A detailed description of its design, construction, and 
ancillary equipment can be found in References 6 and 8. The primary objective of this first BTM 
was to evaluate critical elements of the 25-kWe conceptual design, including the internal electrode, 
the internal bus and the associated current-collection network. As mentioned in the Introduction, a 
second BTM was planned but not built to demonstrate the vapor-delivery of sodium and thermal 
energy. Shown in Figure 4, the first BTM consisted of two major elements: the boiler section and 
the condenser section. Type 316L stainless steel was used for both sections. The boiler was heated 
by external electrical resistance heaters. The condenser was cooled by forced-air cooling coils. Liquid 
sodium completely filled the annulus between the boiler and BASE tube walls. A tungsten electrode 
was formed on the inside surface of the BASE tube by chemical vapor deposition. The tube was 
joined to the boiler by a thin-walled molybdenum tube that was brazed to both structures. 

Electrons were brought into the BTM condenser section through a high-temperature insulated 
feedthrough that was guard heated. They were delivered to the electrode by a central copper bus 
and radial-arm molybdenum spring fingers. Eight fingers were used at each of thirteen axial 
stations, with both ends of each finger attached to the bus. A particular concern was the 
possibility of excessive vapor-flow related pressure increase in the upstream direction along the axial 
extent of the electrode. This would result in a reduced voltage at the electrode, varying axially in 
response to the pressure. To check for this condition, three independent spring-finger voltage probes 
were arranged to contact the electrode at equally-spaced axial stations. Each voltage signal was 
brought out through its own smaller version of the bus feedthrough. 

BENCH TEST MODULE OPERATION 

The BTM was operated in March of 1987. Before it was charged with sodium, it was evacuated at 
elevated temperature. Sodium was pumped into the boiler under nearly isothermal conditions at 
150 C. The boiler temperature was increased to 800 C over a five hour period. Voltage and current 
data were taken periodically. Typical voltage-current data are shown in Figure 5; the complete data 
are in Reference 8. For Figure 5. the boiler temperature was 800 C and the condenser temperature 
was 230 C. The BTM electrical load was a wire-wound resistor in series with a power supply. 
Three voltages are shown in Figure 5. The "output feedthrough" voltage was measured on the 
center bus just above its dielectric feedthrough. "Top of electrode" corresponds to the electrode-
voltage probe located near the open end of the BASE tube, and "middle of electrode" corresponds 
to the probe located at the electrode axial mid-point. Because of a vacuum leak at its feedthrough. 
the lowest probe was removed after the BTM was partially assembled. The maximum power output 
from the BTM was approximately 1.8 watts at the electrode. Our first performance model had 
predicted a maximum power of about 45 watts. This discrepancy will be the subject of the 
remaining sections of this paper. Approximately six hours after the boiler was initially filled, a rapid 
and unexpected decline in boiler pressure was observed. At the same time the main heater failed. 
These events ended the operation of the BTM. 

An extensive post-test analysis of the BTM was conducted. The primary goals of the analysis were 
to explain the much lower than expected maximum power and the unexpected loss of boiler 
pressure which ended the operation of the BTM. A complete account of the observations and 
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conclusions from the post test analysis is included in Reference 8 and will be discussed at the end 
of this paper. 

COMPUTER MODEL 

An analysis of a "beta-alumina thermoelectric generator" was first presented by Weber [2]. Similar 
models have since been presented by others [5.61. The present work is an extension of the model 
in Reference 6 from a single-point representation to two dimensions. Model equations for the 
LMTEC can be found in Reference 2. They were modified here by inserting two pressure terms into 
the voltage-current relationship, corresponding respectively to the flow of metal vapor through the 
porous electrode and from the electrode to the condenser. The first flow process was modeled as 
Knudsen flow [9]. proportional to the specific current. The second flow process was modeled as 
annular flow, varying smoothly with Knudsen number from an approximation for free-molecular flow 
to the result for continuum laminar flow. Mass addition to the flow, consistent with the local 
electrode specific current, was included. The boundary condition at the mouth of the tube was 
taken to be the choked-flow pressure or the pressure in equilibrium with the condenser at zero 
current, whichever was greater. 

The internal electrode was divided into patches, each corresponding to the area served by a single 
current-collection finger, as illustrated in Figure 6. Each patch was divided into differential strips, to 
account for current flowing in the electrode sheet to the finger. Each differential strip was modeled 
as a discrete LMTEC cell, its potential dependent on local specific current and annulus vapor 
pressure. The cell potential was in series with the BASE ionic resistance, and the series pair was 
shunted by the effective [10] electronic resistance. The differential strips in a patch were coupled by 
the electrode sheet resistance, and patches were coupled by the finger and bus resistances. The 
coupled network was incorporated into the overall circuit exactly as in the experiment. This model 
took the form of a large system of coupled nonlinear equations. They can be represented by a 
sparse matrix involving the linear terms and by a nonlinear nonhomogeneous term. The system was 
unstable to Picard [11] iteration. Solutions were obtained by implicit iteration, evaluating the 
nonhomogeneous term at the new iterate by locally linearizing it about the old iterate. The 
structure of the stabilized equations is suggested in Figure 7. Only the nonzero elements are 
shown, denoted by "x" or " 1 " . The dependent variables " I " and "P" are electrical currents and 
interfacial pressures. The I's subscripted 1 to NB are vectors corresponding to the NB bus 
segments (NB=13 for the BTM), each vector element being the current from an individual strip of 
electrode. The I's subscripted "F" and "T" are vectors for the current in radial fingers and in the 
bus, with one element for each bus segment. By capitalizing on the regular structure and 
sparseness of the matrix, significant savings in computer time and memory were realized. 

A calculated voltage-current characteristic is shown in Figure 8. A "nominal" electrode flow 
resistance was assumed, resulting in an electrode/BASE interfacial pressure of 2/3 torr at 40 amps 
total current (0.32 amp/sq cm). The pressure was calculated to be nearly constant along the 
length of the tube. The computed characteristic is much flatter than the experimental one. The 
experimentally-observed rapid and nonlinear decrease in voltage could be modeled by increasing 
either the electrode vapor-flow resistance or the pressure gradient in the annulus. In either case the 
necessary increase was approximately a factor of 1000 over nominal values. The large observed 
voltage difference between the output feedthrough and the middle probe is the result of high 
contact resistance between the current-distribution fingers and the electrode. A contact resistance of 
1.3 ohms brings the calculated voltage difference into good agreement with experiment. This 
resistance \$ in agreement with values measured after the experiment. The small observed voltage 
difference between the top voltage probe and the output feedthrough can be simulated by shorting 
the voltage probe to the bus. The small observed voltage difference is consistent with the measured 
resistance along the bus between these two points. The calculated voltage-current characteristic 
corresponding to the increased values of electrode-flow resistance and finger-electrode contact 
resistance, and including the simulated shorting of the top voltage probe to the bus, is shown in 
Figure 9. 
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ELECTRODE EVALUATION 

A method to evaluate LMTEC electrode vapor-flow resistance was conceived after the BTM test, to 
help explain its low output power. Previous work in this area had been conducted by others 
studying electrode transport mechanisms [3,5,12]. Hunt and Weber [5] estimated electrode vapor-
flow resistance based on the voltage transient seen when the load is suddenly removed from a 
LMTEC cell. Hunt [3] also proposed a concept in which transport of a test gas through an 
electrode deposited on a permeable substrate is observed to infer electrode flow resistance. 
Difficulties with handling and sealing various substrates caused this work to be deferred. Sayer has 
described to us work [12] in which he has deposited electrodes on porous pyrex. one of Hunt's 
concepts, to measure gas-flow resistance. 

The method developed here for the BTM analysis has the advantage that it can be applied to the 
same electrode and substrate materials as used in the BTM. and without building a complete 
BTM. The initial version tried is illustrated in Figure 10. A BASE tube with internal electrode is 
partly filled with and immersed in liquid sodium, held at 350 C in an argon-atmosphere glove box. 
Voltage is applied across the tube wall via the two pools, such that ions move radially outward. 
The tungsten electrode used in the BTM is not immediately wet by sodium, so at first its pores 
contain only sodium vapor and argon. The pressures are such that the argon is not an interference, 
and Knudsen flow occurs in the pores. It follows that the vapor flow rate and thus the ionic 
current will be limited by the sodium vapor pressure. The electrode vapor-flow resistance can be 
deduced from the vapor pressure and the measured current limit. Dietz has used this same behavior 
with zirconia cells to sense oxygen partial pressure [13]. Data for an electrode like the one used in 
the BTM are shown in Figure 11. Additional data for this and other electrodes can be found in 
Reference 8. Since this initial work, the test method has been refined so that even electrodes that 
are promptly wet by sodium can be evaluated: a complete account will be presented elsewhere. The 
flow resistance deduced from the current limit seen in Figure 11 is about 1800 times the nominal 
value referred to in the preceding section. This reinforces the conclusion reached using the computer 
model, that the cause of the BTM's low output power was high electrode flow resistance. The 
difference between factors arrived at by the two methods is not regarded as significant because no 
attempt was made to fit the model exactly to the data. Also, because the flow resistance appears 
in the governing equations as the argument of a logarithm, a factor of 1.8 change in its value is 
relatively unimportant. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The low output power from the BTM could be approximated by the computer model using a 1000-
fold increase in the vapor-flow resistance either in the annulus between the center bus and the 
BASE tube or in the electrode. The electrode is more suspect because it is unlikely that a 1000-
fold correction to the annular-flow calculation is justified. Additional calculations made to estimate 
the pressure drop across the radial fingers extending from the bus to the electrode do not change 
this conclusion. Another explanation that was considered was the presence of noncondensible gas in 
the cold zone of the BTM. But during its test, the BTM was periodically valved onto a vacuum 
system. No indication of poor vacuum and no change in BTM performance was seen. The results 
from the new electrode-test method indicate that the electrode flow resistance is a factor of 1800 
worse than the nominal value. Within the accuracy of the two approaches, this is consistent with 
the model and is judged to be the most likely cause of the BTM's low power output. This is not 
a complete surprise, since wide variations in performance from one electrode type to another have 
been seen by others [5]. Before the BTM was constructed, samples of the electrode/BASE 
combination had been examined using a scanning electron microscope. A columnar structure 
perpendicular to the BASE surface was discernible, but no conclusion could be drawn regarding the 
magnitude of the flow resistance to be expected. The measured sheet resistance was only about 
twice that of 100%-dense tungsten, suggesting that electrode porosity was low. We conclude that 
the BTM performance was limited by the particular electrode that was used and not in any 
fundamental way by the design innovations. 
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The high electrode flow resistance may have also contributed to the short life of the BTM. The 
BTM suffered a sudden loss of boiler pressure after six hours of operation, coincident with burnout 
of its boiler heater. Examination of the BASE tube [8] showed an extensive network of cracks 
originating at its inside surface. The BASE to metal joint was still intact. Specific currents as high 
as 2.4 amp/sq cm were drawn from the BTM, resulting in electrode/BASE interfacial sodium 
pressure high enough for liquid phase to be present. Under these conditions it is likely that BASE 
would be rapidly damaged [14]. Another possible reason for the cracks is gold contamination. Gold 
was found in the sodium and in crystal form on the exit side of the tube, the result of 
inadvertently using a gold-based braze alloy to seal penetrating thermocouples into the BTM boiler. 
The theory is that gold was ionically conducted through the BASE and formed crystals of NaAu2 
in flaw sites, causing a pressure buildup and crack growth. The possibility of gold ionic transport 
is controversial. The actual breach of the tube was probably caused by thermal shock when the 
main heater failed, with the tube already in a weakened condition caused by one or both of the 
mechanisms discussed above. 

Following the BTM post-test analysis and until termination of the LMTEC project, additional 
electrode development and testing was conducted. Most notably, dc-magnetron post-cathode 
sputtering on the inside surface of 2.5-cm diameter tubes was demonstrated [15]. A molybdenum 
film 1 to 3 microns thick with sheet resistance from 1 to 0.3 ohm/sq was deposited on a BASE 
tube. Compared to the chemical-vapor-deposited tungsten electrode of similar thickness used in the 
BTM, this sputtered film was measured to have about 100 times less flow resistance. Further work 
to make a more uniform electrode is needed. Even with a sputtered molybdenum film however, our 
model suggests that the thickness would have to be reduced to about 1/2 micron to achieve 
acceptable flow resistance. The reduced thickness would necessitate an overlying electrically-
conductive grid to get acceptable resistive loss. The use of overlying conductive grids has been 
explored by others [16]. 
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Figure 4. LMTEC bench test module. 
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